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Answer all the questions.
A11 questions carry equal marks
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******
1(a) Distinguish betu'een class and object with an example.
(b) Consider the following class hierarchy. [4+BM]

Implement the above hierarchy using Java. Explain how dynamic
method dispatch takes piace in the above exampie.

{CIxt}

(c) trxplain the usage of packages in organrzing the classes.
{d) What is an interface? Expiain an interface can be implemented in more

than one way with an example. [6+5M]

2{a} What are exception? trxplain the usage of the following clauses
(i) Try (ii) Catch {iii) Throw {iv) Finally.

(b) What is a thread? Explain how mutuai exclusion can be implemented
using thread synchronization. [6+5n'I]

(c) Bxplain the hierarchy "f Appi"{to5'"r". What are life-cycle methods of
Applet class? Explain Apptret working with an example.

(d) Explain how two threads can communicate using a buffer. [6+6M]

Employee
<<Abstract Class>>

Compute-Salary{ )

Salaried Emplo5iee Daily wages employee

Basic Pay
trra
CCA

Daily wage
No-of davs-worked

Compute-sa-lary ( )Compute-saiary ( )
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3(a) Explain Delegation event model of handling events in Java.
(b) Explain the usage of graphics crass with an example. [6+6M]

{oRl

(c) What are layout managers? Write a Java program to create grid layout.(d) write a Java Program to create the following panel t6+6i,Il
STUDENT DATA

Name

Rol1 No.

F GI r.-iil reUIil
Further, the program should take the student name and ro11 no as
input and should handle the buttons indicated.

4(a) What is MVC architecture? trxplain how MVC architecture is used in
designing swing controls.

(b) Explain the architecture of Java Beans. [6+6Ml

{oRl

(c) Explain the advantage of swing over AWT controls.
(d) trxplain the following features of Java Beans.

(i) Introspection (ii) Persistence. [6+6Ml

5(a) Distinguish the following JDBC classes.
Statement
Prepared statement
Callable statement

(b) Bxplain the working of servlet with an exampre. [5+6frI]

{oR}

(c) trxplain the usage of following
(i) Cookies. {ii) Sessions.

(d) Explain the working of RML [6+6M]

2 of 2
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******
1(a) What is understood by quality? What are the different views on quality?

What are the possible relationships among some quality attributes?
Briefly explain. 

t12Ml
{oRl

(b) Discuss about the four different levers of measurement of quality.
[12M1

2{al Explain some of the in-process quality metrics which are essential to
measure the quality of the process. [t ZMJ

{oR}(b) Explain about challenges, importance and use of collecting software
engineering data. 

11Znn]

3{a) Explain how-checklist and pareto diagram are useful quality toois.

{oR} [12M1

(b) How can defect removal effectiveness for each development step be
defined Briefly explain the defect injection and r.*ou".l of a processstep- t12MI

4(a) What are the metrics that are useful for acceptance testing. [l21t11l

{oR}
{b) Briefly expiain how syntactic constructs and structure metrics are

useful to measure complexiff I12Ml

5{a) How can Chidamber and Kemerer (CK metrics suite) be used as an
object-oriented design and complexity metric? Explain. tt 2Ml

{oR}

(b) Explain about measuring process improvement at different activilylevels. 
[12M1
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Answer all the questions.
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******
1{a) With relevant diagrarns and necessary theory discuss the performance

function gradient, and minimum mean square error w.r.t adaptive filtercombiner. IiZul
(oR)

(b) Write about the characteristics, applications and examples of an
adaptive {ilter. I12MI

2{al Derive the wiener-Hopf equation and obtain an expression for the
minimum squared error Jmin. obtain the conical form of representation
for J*i". tL2lsdl

(oR)

(b) In the wiener filtering problern, the correlation matrix R of the tap input
vector U(x) is

[t. r o.slR=l I

LO.s l.1l
The cross correlation vector between the tap- 1 input vector U(x) and the
desired response d(x) is

P = [0.5 -0.+r
The variance of the desired signal is 1.0 and that of additive white noise
is 0. 1.

ti) Evaluate the tap weights of the wiener filter.
(ii) What is the minimum mean square error produced by this wiener

filter.
(iii) Formulate a representation of the wiener filter in terms of the

eigen values of matrix R and associated eigen vectors. [4+4+4M]

tof2
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3(a) Explain the steepest descent algorithm.
(b) Discuss the stability of the algoiithm and derive the condition for the

step sign parameter p. [s+?MI

(oR)

(c) Derive the necessary and sufficient condition for the overall stability of
the LMS algorithm.

(d) Compare LMS and steepest descent algorithm. t8+4Ml

4(a) With the help of signal flow graph representation explain LMS atrgorithm
[12M1

(oR)

(b) Clearly explain about the adaptive beam framing application in adoptive
signal processing. [12MI

5(a) Compare kalman fiiter with LIVIS algorithm.
{b) Explain in-detail the approach based on kalman {itter theory that led to

development of adaptive filters. [S+ZMI

(oR)

(c) with the help of block diagram explain the kaiman filtering. t12Ml

2of2
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Answer all the questions.
A11 questions carry equal marks

1{a) Explain about turbulence management system is wind tunnels [12M1

{oR}

(b) What is the need to do performance test for an engine? Justify with your
answer?

(c) trxplain about wind tunnel balance?

2{al Write the classification of flow visualization techniques?

(b) Why flow visualization is needed explain?

(oR)

(c) Write the limitations of Hot-wire anemometer.

(d) Draw the schematic of hot-wire flow-measurement circuit
compute heat transfer rate from the wire.

3(a) Write about linear variable differentia_l transformer
working principle.

(b) Describe tlle Hydraulic Analogy.

[6+6M]

[6+6M]

and state how to
Is+7Ml

characteristics and its

[B+4M]

[6M]

[3+3Ml

adopted to the hot-wire

{c)

(d)

(oR)

What is a pitot tube? And write classification of pitot tube.

Write the following

(i) Electroiltic tank. {ii) Hydraulic jumps.

4(aJ What particular flow-measurement situations are
anemometer.

tb) What is the primary advantage of the laser anemometer.

{oR)

L of 2
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(c) An open-e1ded tube prob. i-q-I'y.* 
T r rrrslg of 3oo from the flow directionnu,ffi:%Tn,il.*illfl*il j.#.J*{;ffi -"li"',*d;;;;;

{d) 
H.t"[,*irrl"'uo'ship berween verocit5r ;. ;;:;Lr*o", 

T-g::"_?.,."
[6+6MJ

5(a) 
ffIffoT uncertainty analysis help to reduce overar experimental

(b) calculate the temperature sensitivity for thermistor at 1000c. Express the
result in Ohm_c..rii*"t"r"-p". a"e.; i.r"ri".'i."r.e F = 412aaK at 10ooC.

(oR)
(c) The resistance of a certain size of copper *i." i* given as

R=Ro[ +o(r _20)]

[B+4M]

[6+6MJ

td)

Where Ro = 6fl + 0.3 percent is the resistance at 2OoC,

a - 0'0040c-t + l percent is the temperature coefficient of resistanceff'lT 3TTJXT::,|::T *i" i r = 30 {roc. carculat" ,i. ."","*"" .,
Describe the temperature measurement of resistance temperature detector?

2 of 2
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******

1(a) Define the following terms.
(i) Software (ii) Softu'are Process (iii) Software Development process

{b) Identi$r the phases of waterfall model. indicated the input and output of
each phase. Explain the strength and weaknesses of waterfall mod-el.

[6+6M]
{oRi

(c) Compare and contrast structured and OO paradigms software
developments with respect to following aspects.
(i) Cost (ii) Qualiry (iii) Maintenance. IIZSI]

2{a) What should be the components of project management plan. trxplain.
tb) Distinguish between product and process metrics. 1o+errrl

{oR}

{c} Explain COCOMO model of software cost estimation.
(d) What is a CASE tool? Explain the architecture and components of a

CASE tool. [6+6M]

3{a) De{ine the following terms:
(i) Cohesion (ii) Coupling.

{b} Explain the different levels of cohe sion and coupling of objects. [4+8Ml

toRl

{c) Define the following terms
{i) Portability . {ii) Inter-operability

(d) Explain the steps to be taken during the software development process
to ensure portability and Inter-operability. [4+8M]

t of 2
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4(al Explain the phases of Rapid prototyping method.
(b) What should be the components and characteristics of software

requirements specilication document? Explain. [6+6M]

{oR}

(c) Develop a use case model for library information system. State your
assumptions. [12M1

5(a) What is meant by module integration? Distinguish between Bottom-up
and Top-down integration techniques.

(b) Explain the importance oi maintainability of software. [6+6M]

{oR}

(c) Explain how object oriented approach helps in the following aspects.
(i) Software maintenance (ii) Module integration. [12M1

2 of 2
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DISTRIBUTED DATABASES SYSTEMS
(Software Engineering)

Answer all the questions.
A11 questions carry equal marks

1(a) Explain the reference archir"",rr" 
"rlr*rrrb,rted database

(b) Explain different levels of distribution transparency. [6+6Ml

{oR}
{c) Give an example for distributed 'database application. Explain the

advantages of organizing it as a distributed system.
(d) What is an integrity constraint? Give an example of integrity constraint

Max. Marks: 60

[6+6Ml

the difference between

the case of horizontal
[6+6M]

that is applicable for distributed database.

2(al What is database fragmentation? Explain
Horizontal and vertical fragmentation.

(b) Explain how cost can be computed in
fragmentation.

{oRl(c) Discuss top-down and bottom-up approach to the design of data
distribution. t12Ml

3(a) Explain the importance of query optimization in distributed database.
(b) Explain the process of reduction of relations using semi-joins with an

example. [6+6M]

{oRl
(c) Explain the catalog management in distributed database. t12Ml

4(a) What is a distributed transaction?
(b) Explain how atomicity can be insured in distributed database. [6+6M]

{oRl(c) Explain 2-phase commit protocol.
(d) Discuss the applicabiiify of 2-phase hocking protocol for concurrency

control in distributed database. t6+6Ml

5(a) Distinguish between pessimistic and optimistic concurrency control
mechanisms. [12M1

{oR}
(b) Explain how a deadlock can occur in distributed database.
(c) Explain deadiock recovery mechanism. [6+6Ml
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E,, in terms of Err,r and the
[5+6M]

Max. Marks: 5O

******

1{a} Describe the digital model for production of speech signal.
(b) Expiain the difference bet';reen the production of voiced and unvoiced

speech sounds. [g+4M]

{oR}

(c) trxplain the theory of speech production using the concatenation of
tubes of ciifferent iengths and diameters.

(d) What is Vowel triangle? [8+4M]

2lal What are the advantages and disadvantages between short-term eners/
and short-term magnitude functions.

{b) trxplain the pitch period estimation using auto correlation function.
[6+6M]

{on}

(c) What is short-term average magnitude difference function?
(d) The short-time energy of a sequence x (n) is defined as.

En= Zlr(*\rr{n-*)l'
w{m)={'* m)o

Fortheparticuiarchoice _0 m<0
Find a difference equation that expresses
input x (n)

3{a) Prove that if time domain signal is train of impulses, cepstrum is also
train of impulses. .

{b) Explain the Levinson-Durbin's recursive algorithm
parameters.

{oR}

ic) How we can find out the formants using LPC parameters.
(d) trxplain the method to detect the pitch using cepstrum

for the LPC

[5+6M]

[6+6M]
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4(a) Explain the spectral subtraction method to remove the background
noise in the speech signal

(b) What is Dynamic Time Warping? [6+6Ml

{oRl

(c) Explain why the automatic speech recognition is becoming most
challenging problem.

td) Explain any method for extracting the features for automatic speech
recognition. [6+6M]

5{a) How the stochastic variability of the duration of speech sounds is
represented in the Hidden Markov models. {by which probability or
parameter)

(b) if there are 50 monograms, mathematicaily how many trigrams are
possible? [6+6M]

{oR)

(c) List out the Hidden Markov Model parameters for ASR.
(d) What is bigram and Trigram. [S+4Ml

2 of 2
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Answer all the questions
A11 questions carry equal marks

++++++

1(a) Write briefly about Non-Conventional Bnergr sources available in India?

(b) trxplain how-power is generated by using solar photo voitaic cell.
[6+6M]

toR)

{c} State the expression for hour angle and day length?

(d) What are the differences between the active and passive solar water
heating systems and which is more efficient? [6+6Ml

2{a) What do you know about Indian wind power program?

(b) How can Geo-thermal enerry be utilized for electricity generation?
[6+6M]

{oR)

(c) State the different parts of internal structure of earth?

(d) Write about lift and drag mechanics of wind machine s? {6+6Ml

3(a) State the practical considerations for ocean thermal energr? [12M]

(oR)

{b) A 2m wave has a' 6s period and occurs at the surface of water 1O0m
deep. Find the energr and power densities of the wave. Take rvater
density = 1O25 kg/m3

(c) Write briefly about wave ener5/ conversion devices. I6+6Ml

tof2
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4{al Write the principle of biogas generation by anaerobic digestion process?
And also describe a bio-gas plant? t12Ml

(oR)

(b) State the various biomass conversion technologies? And draw a
schematic diagram to explain various conversion technologies' and
products. t12Ml

5(a) Calculate the open-circuit voltage, the maximum work and thermal
efficiency of a Hz-Oz fuel cell operating at 25oC and 1.013 bar. The
product HzO is in liquid state.
Determine the power output in reversible and actual processes and
overall cell efficiency when performance factor is O.7. The hourly
hydrogen consumption is 1.3 kg/hr. I12Ml

(oR)

{b) For a MHD Faraday generator, the specific resistance is 0.08 fl m and
magnetic fie1d density is 3.8 Wb/ms. The electrode area is 1.2 m2,
plasma velocity is 95O m/s and the distance between the electrodes is
O.9m. Determine the net power output and conversion efficiency.

(c) Draw a line diagram of combined solar-wind power plant and explain
briefly. [8+4M]

2 of 2
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:k*****

lr i I1(") Prove that jl p nq l'. ]- le-+ (q" r)l is a tautoiogy
L\II

(b) Briefly describe the any six methods of proof. [6+6M]

(oR)

(c) suppose that the 1o integers r,2,..........,10 are.randomly positioned
around a circular wheel shou, that the sum of set of 3 consecutively
positioned numbers is atleast 17.

(d) Prove (or) disprove the validity of the following argument some dogs are
animals some cats are animals therefore, some dogs are cats. [6+6M]

2(a) Prove by mathematical induction that n(nz+5) is an integer multiple of 6.
(b) How many 9-letter words can be formed that certain 3,4,or 5 vowels.

(i) Ailowing repetition of ietters (ii) Not allou'ing repetition. [6+6M]

{oR)

(.) Define permutations and combinations
(d) How many ways can 7 women and 3 men be arranged in a row if the 3

men must always stand next to each other.
(e) Find the number of S-combinations and S-permutations of

{5.a, 3.b, 2.c,3.d,2.e} l2+6+4wl

3(a) Define recurrence relation give example
(b) Solve the recurrence relation ?n:an r+ f(n) for n2 1 by substitution.
(c) Find the solution to

an-7a,, , +72o,, z = 0 forrr>,2using characteristic roots.I?+6+4itr[1

(oR)
(d) Write about the four methods to soive recurrence relations.
(e) Find a generating function to count the number of integral solutions to

el t e, * €, = 10 if for each i, A < e, [6+6Ml
lof2
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4(a\ Let A be a set with n elements.

(i) Prove that there are 2n 
Trr" 

relations on A

(iii Prove that there ur" 2" binary relations on A
(b) Name five situations (Games, activities, real-life problems etc..) that can

be represented by means of graphs. Explain the vertices and the edges
denote. [6+6Ml

(i) ,\2 (ii)3:
(d) Prove that Rr ^ Rz is an

relations on a set A.

5(a) Define the following
(ii Spanning tree
(c) Dirbcted and undirected graph

(b) Prove that the number of simple
di + d] +............... ..+ ,1: ,where c|,,d2,...

(c) Let A : {t, o},8 : {a, b}

{oR}

Derive all possible spanning trees for the
bf

(oRl

List the elements of the foliowing sets.
(iii) AB (iv) A+
equivalence relation, if Rr and Rz are equivalence

[6+6M]

(ii) Hamiltonian cycle
(iv) Multi graph.
paths of length 2 in a graph G

.d,, rs the degree sequence for

[6+6Ml

graph shown below in Figurei

1S

G

(c)

(d) Determine the different non-isomorphic
shown in figure 2

spanning tree for the graph

d

Figure 2

Fig 1

2of2
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INFORMATION SECURITY

Time: 3 hours , Max. Marks: 60
Answer all the questions.
All questions carry equal marks

1. a) Explain the Fiestel proof of DES algorithm. 
CG *,4b) Explain the basic uses of Hash functions. \- -)

(or) r-
c) Explain advanced encryption standard algcrithrn (AES) briefly t_9 { a)
ci) Expiain the cipher block feedback mode of operation.

2. a) What are the principles of public key cryptography, explain. G 
* Uf

b) Write about X.509 Authentication service
(or)

c) Explain Kerberos. Q" ul
d) Explain digital signature concept using Message Digest Algorithm (MQ-5).

4. a) Explain about intruders ?

b) Discuss Transport Layer Security (TLS) in detail.
(or)

c) Explain lP Security architecture.
d)Explain Dual Signature mechanism of SET?

5.a) Discuss firewall design principles in detail?
b) Explain the functionality of lntrusion Detection Systems.

{or)
c) Explain how a trusted system defends Trojan horse attacks?
d) Explain about Viruses.

.. .'r ;::.1 .,.r;-:J,...:,.,::i .

:::., :. 1+1.;ilt.;4,;;;:"tiri:i....:.,:.
t:.., - : .;;t: :;,:;;t::.: t:ar;;t:! :r :i,: ; .

.-l-n:- tli:"I:'.9i i
,.irt, :.:i: -jt!:-.i+ii::;,:t1i;-.11;r.; :
:' . .,. .!,: ,-:::t:!,::::::,.t: :-l:, :.: a:i::=':,]-:3:..
" .t :r t., : a. :',t '.":: :'t:

:i -1; - ,,- r:->,:;_,::!.- - -

, :...::t.1r.-.-:a-.a:;a: "

&jc

(c-, ol

Ce+<f

(c *.1

ft* c1

3. a) Explain email security using Pretty good privacy (PGP).

b) Explain the architecture of lP Security Protocol.(or) 
&. Cc) Explain the ESP (Encapsulating Security payload) of lP security protocol.

' d) Explain the key management of lP Sec.
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Answer a1l the questions.

A11 questions carry equal marks

******
i(a) Describe 3 stage pipelining ARM organization with a neat sketch.
(b) Why does r15 give PC+B in the first cycie of an instnrction and PC+12

in subsequent cycles on an ARM 7? [6+6M]

{oR}

{c) Describe the principle features of the ARM architecture.
(d) Show a typical ARM data path timing for a 3-stage pipeline with a neat

[6+6M]sketch.

2(aj How does the ARM processor responds to an exception entry? What is
an exception return?

(b) Mention the privileged operating modes of ARM aiong with order of
priority.

(c) Differentiate between pre-indexing and post-indexing modes used
during single data transfer ARM instructions. [4+4+4M]

{oR}

(d) Enumerate the various multiply instruction supported by ARM along
with assembler formats.

(e) trxplain the normal use of memory in ARM with reference to the
standard ARM C program address space model. How is data aiignment
taken care of by the ARM C cornpiler. [6+6M]

3(a) Show and explain the organtzation of a two-\'ay set associated cache
with a neat block diagram.

(b) What is the need for memory management? trxplain the working of
segmented memory management scheme. [6+5M]

{oRl

(c) Distinguish between unified cache and Harvard cache along with their
merits and dernerits.

(d) trxplain the operation of a translation Look aside buffer with a neat
sketch. [6+5M]
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4(a) Show the interfacing of a basic ARM memory system with a neat sketch.
What are trrle functions of the memory contrti l,ogic?

{b) What is the need for Hardware system prototyping tools? Explain about
the operation of 'Rapid silicon prototyping'development system. [6+6M]

{oRl

(c) Draw and explain advanced microcontroller Bus architecture.
(d) Explain the working of ARM debug hardware and the role of an

embedded tCE.

5(a) Describe the major functions performed by an
(b) trxplain about ARM MMU architectui-e.

{oR)

(c) Explain about ARM protection unit with biock diagram.
(d) Explain the following terms.

(i) Process synchro nization
(ii) Context switching. [G+6M]

2 of 2

[6+6MI

operaiing system.
[6+6M]
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REFRIGERATTOH AND AIR CONDITIONING
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Answer all the questions-

A11 questions carry equal marks

osJo1l11

1(a) Write the classification 
"f 

*.frig.;";-
(b) What are the important parts of a refrigerating system.

(oR)

{c} Describe the Boot-strap air craft refrigeration system
schematic and as well as T-S diagram.

2(a\ What are the factor affecting performance of vapour
system explain in detail.

Code: MME2O3

[6+6Ml

with help of
[12M]

compression
li2Ml

{oR)

{b) A Refrigeration system of 10 ton capacity at an evaporator
temperature of -l2oc, needs a condenser temperature of +2BoC. The
refrigerant NH: is sub-cooled by 50C before entering the expansion
valve. The vapour is 0.95 dry when it leaves the evaporator. Using the
PH chart (fiS 1) supplied for NH3 Find.
(i) Conditions of vapour at the outlet of compressor.
(ii) Condition of vapour at entrance of evaporator.
{iii) coP
(iv) Power required.
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3(a) With the help of a sketch, explain water/lithium bromide absorption
system.'

{b) Draw flow diagram and explain the working of a simple absorption
system. t6+6}l)

(oR)

Draw a neat sketch of steam jet refrigeration system. Explain its
working.
Why a vortex tube is noiseless, and draw a sketch of vortex tube
refrigeration. [6+6M]

4(al The DBT = 35oC, WBT = 23oC, Atmosphere pressure : 736 mm Hg,
partial pressure of w-ater vapour: 15.18 mm Hg
Find (1) Saturation pressure of vapour of DBT

{2) Relative humidity
(3) Sp. Humidity
(4) Dew point temperature
(5) Density of Air
(6) Density of water vapour
(7) Total density of moist air.
(8) Enthalpy of moist air. [12Mi

(oR)

(b) What is a psychrometric chart. What information the chart conveys.
{c) trnlist the various loads working on an air-conditioner. [6+6M]

5(a) What do you know about sensible and latent heat loads working on
the conditioner

(b) Draw heat pump circuit and explain its working principle. [6+6M]

{oR)

(c) Write the following.
(i) Summer air-conditioning
(ii) Winter air-conditioning
(iii) Cooling load estimate {for summer)

(c)

(d)
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Time: 3 hours
OPERATING SYSTEMS

Max. Marks: 60
Answer all the questions.

A11 questions carry equal marks

1(a)

(b)

j

Distinguish between user and Kernel modes of operations of operating
system.
Define the following terms:
(i) Multi-p.og..**irrg (ii) Multi-tasking (iii)Time-sharing [6+6M]

{oR}

(")

id)

operating system can be organized using layered

calis? Explain how open ( ) system call gets executed.
[6+6M]

2tal What is a process? Draw process state diagram for a multi programmed
and time-sharing operating system.

(b) Distinguish between preemptive and non-preemptive scheduling
algorithms.

(c) Assume that the following jobs are to be executed on a singie processor
system.

JOB II) CPU Bust time
p 4
q I
r B
S 1

t 2
The jobs assumed to have arrived at time O

Explain how an
approach.
What are system

calculate departure time (completion time)
strategr used is round robin with time slice 1

and in the order p,q,r,s,t
for job P if scheduling

[4+4+4Ml

(oRl

(d) Explain how a process is created using for k ( ) system cail.
(e) Distinguish between process and thread. What are the advantages of

using multi-threading [6+6nn]

Lof2
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3(a) What is a critical section? Explain how a semaphore can be used to
solve critical section problem.

(b) Enumerate the necessary conditions for a deadlock to occur. Explain
briefly how resourrce-aliocation graph can be used to detect deadlock.

[6+6Ml

(oRl

(c) What is a monitor? Explain the implementation of producer consumer
problem using monitor.

(d) Explain Banker's algorithm of deadlock avoidance. [6+6Ml

4(a) trxplain the hardware required for implementation of Demand paged
memory management.

(b) What is Belady's anomaly? Explain the working of the following page
replacement algorithms.
(4 LRU (ii) FIFO (iii) optimal. [6+6M]

{oR}

(c) What is a tale system? Explain the organization of unix/Linux file
system

(d) Explain Indeed allocation of space for files. [6+6M]

Sia) Write short notes on
(i) Disk structure (ii) Disk Scheduling

(b) Distinguish between blocking and non-blocking I/O [G+6M]

(oRl

(c) Distinguish between Access control list and capability list
(d) What are the various program and system threads? Briefly explain each

of them. [6+6Ml
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SoFTWARE TESTTNG & QUALTTY ASSURANCE

Time: 3 hours
(Software Engineering)

Answer alt the questions.
All questions carry equal marks

Max. Marks: 60

1{a} What ar€ the three categorie. *."-tng to McCall's *factors of quality
model". What are the software quality factors included in each of thl
categories. Briefly explain. t12Ml

{oR}(b) What are the goals of the SQA infrastructures? trxplain hor,v the use of
various components is useful in buiiding it. t12Ml

2{al Enlist the "built-in difficulties to carry out a large-scale contract review
and the steps that should be taken to make a large-scale contract
review feasible. [1ZMl

{oRl(b) Explain the objectives and elements of the quality plan for.a project
[12MI

3{a) Differentiate between faults, failure and error. How can they be
measured? Explain using suitable project based examples. [12M1

{oR}(b) What are the different Vpes of testing? What is their focus and scope?
Explain specifically why each of them is useful. I12Ml

4(al How can equivalence partitioning be used for generating test cases.
Explain using suitable examples. t12Ml

{oR}(b) What lypes of test cases can be framed for conformance testing. What
types of metrics.are needed to interpret the results. I12Ml

5(a) What is regression testing? Bxplain the process and the importance of
regression testing, using suitable examples. t12Ml

toRl
tb) In performing regression testing, how can the test selection be done

using execution trace and by using dynamic slicing? What is the
difference in these approaches. [12MJ
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CODII,IG THEORY AND TECHNIQUES
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Time: 3 hours Max. Marks: 6O
Answer all the questions.

A11 questions carry equal marks

******

1(a) A transmitter produces three symbols A,B and C which are related with joint
robabilities as below.lues as

P{i)

e l27 A
t6 /27 B

2127 C

P(i/i)
a

J
f\ B C

1

A o 4ls Us
B t//2 7//2 0
C t//2 2ts T IIO

Find
(i) Entropy considering the inter symbol influence.
(ii) Entropy considering without inter symbol influence.

(b) Show that the minimum distance of a linear block code is equal to the
minimum weight of any rro,n-zere word in the code. [8+4Ml

(oR)

(c) For a (6,3) systematic linear block code, the three parity check digits are
C+ =di*dz+d:
Cs =dr+dz

& Co =di+da
Where dr, dz & d: are the massage digits
(i) Draw the encoder and construct generator matrix.
{ii) Decode the received code word R = 101100.

(d) What is average information? Mention its properties. [8+4Ml

2(al The generator polynomial of a (15,1 1) cyclic code is

g(r)- I+x+x' +x' +xo
Find the generator matrix G.

(b) Explain syndrome calcuiation and decoding for (n,k) cyclic codes. [4+8M]

(oR)

L of 2
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{.) The generator pol;.nomial of a (1S,5) cyclic cocie is

s(r)- 1+ x + x2 + xo + xi +rrs + xro
(i) Find the pa_rity check polynomial of this code.
(ii) r" C(x)- 1+ xo + x6 + xt + x14 a code polynomial? If not, find the
syndrome of C(x) I6+6Ml

3{a) Define the following terms.
(i) constraint length (ii) Branch metric (iii) path metric. t6Ml

(b) The impulse response of a convolutional encoder are given by
8, = [t oo], E, =[t otl g, - [r t r]
(il Find the output for the data input i 0 i
(ii) Find the transfer function of the code.

{oR)

A convolutional code is generated by the generator polynomials.
g,(D)- t+ D + D' u,'a s,(D)= 1; D, 

-- --
Draw the encoder and find the output for the message poll.rromial
*{D)- 1+ D' + Do

{c)

td) Explain Viterbi decoding argorithm with a suitable example. [4+gMl

4(a) Briefly explain the decoding of single burst error correcting cyclic codes with
diagram.

(b) A (1s,9) cvclic code is generated ov g(")- 1+;c' + x4 + x' + xu
(i) Find the burst length (ii) Find burst error correcting efficiency. [6+6Ml

ioR)

(c) What are inter leavers? with neat diagram explain convolutional inter
leaver/ de-inter leaver.

id) trxplain the various properties of Galois field. [6+6Ml

5(a) Find the minimal pollrromiat of os in Gf (2:;

{b) Fo1 a double error correcting {15,7) BCH code the received code word is
r(x) - xs +x8 + xu + xo +l
use a suitable decoding algorithm to decode the code word. [4+8Ml

{oR)

(c) Find the generator polynomial of a (15,7) double error correcting BCH code
[use Gf (2a) generated by P(*) = ] + x + x4l

(d) Distinguish between BCH codes and cyclic codes.

2 af2.
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(b) A triple effect evaporator with parallel feed to the three stages is
required to produce distilled water from a source of feed water at
loatm pressure and a temperature of 2150C. One kg/sec of hot
saturated steam is available at a pressure of 20atm and a temperature
of 1800C. The system must operate above atmospheric pressure
throughout. What is the rate of flow of distiiled water produced? [l2m]

4(al The cooling tower the water flow to the tower is 1O0O Kg/s. The air
flow through the tower is induced by natural draft by employing a
tower 60m high above the packing. What diameter tower would be

required to meet this duty? Pressure losses in the inlet, spray, and
drift eliminator regions are assumed small compared to the pressure
loss in the packing

Table: values of K for variou-s t_ypes of Tower packing K-value [1/m]

h r.=L.35
E^_

m r.:'2.'/
Type of packing a

f/r 
^= 

I
a
rlr u=2

a
fll ,=I

a
lna:2

Triansular slats 6.6 5.6 8.5 6.9
Rectansular slats 8.2 6.2 to.2 8.9
Corrugated slats 14.1 to.2 16.7 11.8

[12m1

(oR)

{b) What are the cooling towers. Write the analysis of counter flow cooling
towers. [12m]

5{a) Pentium V computer has a processor core - duo, for such computer how to
find cooiing load explain

{b) Natural conversion discuss for air cooling in a computer. [8+4m]

(oR)

(c) How to select a cooling fan for personal computer?
{d) Describe heat conduction in printed circuit boards.

2 of 2
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ADVANCED COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE

Time: 3 hours Max. Marks: 6O
Answer all the questions.

All questions carry equal marks

1(r) Define throughput, Executio. ti;. 
"rO 

ap".d up.
tbi write how Amdalh's law is used to measure the performance.
(c) Discuss the features of first generation and second generation

computers. [3+e+6y1

{oRl

td) What are the factors that leads to improve the performance of the
processor. Discuss

(e) Explain the characteristics of fourth generation computers based on
technologr trends. [6+6M]

2{al Explain the instruction. Set architectures for signal processing
applications.

(b) (i) Dehne opcode and operand.
(ii) Explain the two address and three address instruction formats.

[6+ 1+5M]
{oRl

(c) Write the importance logical and arilhmetic instruction in reduced.
Instruction set architecture.

(d) Explain with examples about register-reference and memory-reference
instructions. [6+6M]

3(a) Explain the RAW and WAR Hazards. Give examples.
(b) Why register forwarding is used to improve the performance of a

processor [6+6M]

{oR)

(c) Discuss the speculation methods used to resolve the control Hazards.
(d) Describe the i"n-order execution and out-of-order execution merits and

de-merits. t6+6Ml

Lof2
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4(a) Compute the memory latency, if B0% of hit rate for Ll-cache with
100ns and 10% hit rate of L2-cache with 1o00ns and with 500ons main
memory latency.

(b) Differentiate the associate mapping method with set-associative
mapping and direct mapping method. - [4+gM]

(oRl

(c) Illustrate the importance of virtual memory. Discuss.
(d) Explain the inclusive and exclusive cache policies in detail. [6+6Ml

5(a) What is cache coherence? Explain how snoopy-based protocols resolves
coherence problem.

(b) Evaluate the memory consistency problems using write serialization
with example. [1O+2Ml

{oR}

(c) Differentiate shared memory architectures and distributed
architectures.

td) Briefly explain about update-based coherence protocols. [6+6M]

2 of 2
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EMBEDDED SYSTEMS
(Software Engineering)

Answer all the questions.
All questions carry equal marks

Max. Marks: 6O

1{a) Define microprocessor, microcontroller, embedded system, microcode.
(b) Draw the block diagram of 8051 micro controller with explanation.
(c) Write the design principles of embedded system. t2+6+4tg;

{oRl(d) What is timer? How does a counter perform timer functions.
(e) Explain about the software and hardwa-re components required for an

embedded systems. [6+6Ml

2{a\ write an assembly-language prograrn to perform the addition of
numbers for 8051 instruction set.

(b) Explain the various data transfer instructions used to refer
operations.

{oR)(c) Write an 8051 assembly language program to perform
operations using logical operations.

{d) Compare the instr-uctions of 8051 to general purpose processor. Explain.
[6+6M]

3(a) What are interrrpts? How interrupts handled in 8051 microcontroiler.
tb) Differentiate between slmchronous and asSmchronous data transmission.

Give examples. [6+6Ml
{oR}

language program to display the message

successive approximation method used
- Digital converter.

4{al How are tasks scheduled in an embedded application? Explain
(b) Write how semaphores are used to synchronize the communication

operations. I6+6Ml
(oRl

(c) Write short notes on mailboxes and pipes.
td) Write advantages of Broad-based commercial RTOS [8+4Ml

the

two BCD-

to string
[6+6Ml

masking

through serial

for digital-to-
[5+7Ml

s(a)
(b)

Write the usage of queues for a network? Explain
Write the design issues in system deveiopment process of embedded system
design. [6+6M]

{oR}
{c) Explain the working principle of automatic chocolate vending machine.
(d) Write the advantages and dis-advantages of Hard-time scheduiing policies

compared to soft-time scheduling. [4+BMl
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{Systems and Signal processingf

Time: 3 hours
Answer all the questions 

ax' Marks: 60

A11 questions carry equal marks

olJoelll

1(a) Describe the structu_re of prograrnmable read only memory (pRoM){b) Draw the neat sketch or tataJe cpLD and explain its a_rchi.;"t"; [4+gMJ

{c)
td)

2(al

tb)

{c}
(d)

3(a)

Give the basic architecture and .!H'".uons of C.LDExplain the architecture and features of MAX zooo series cplDs [4+gl|fl
what are the critical issues in the design rife cycre of an FPGA?Describe clearly an LUT based FPGA 

I6+6Ml

Yh.t is placing and routing? {oRl

compare the features of Actel, Altera and Xilinx FPGA. [4+gl}IJ

{b) Explain the tealization of state machine chart using microprogramming
[s+7M]

{oR}(c) What is a linked state machine?(d) Explain the petunet model with the help of a traffic light control [4+ggj
4{a) what are the tools provided by mentor graphics for simulation and synt}resisof digital design usin! FPGA? Discuss. I12MI

Mention various disitat tools for j3$lrrr* 
ASTCS.

Describe a case study for the implementation of a parallel controller. [12M1

Explain the implementation 
"t" f$Lplexer using FpcA.

(b)

5(a)

{b)

[12M1

[12MJ
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THERMAL AND NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
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{Thermal Engineering)

Answer all the questions.
A11 questions carry equal marks

Max. Marks: 60

***x**

1(a) What are t!. different Wpes of power plants where electricity is
produced in large quantities?

(b) Write the method for extracting gas from coal? [6+611,!]

(oR)

(c) In an oil fired boiler the fuel had an analysis by mass: carbon B4Vo,
hydrogen loo/o, Sulphur 3 .2o/o, O>rygen I .6% remainder incombustible.
The analysis of dry flue gas by volume gave: combined coz+soz
L5.72o/o, oz loh, there being no co or so3, calculate per kg of fuel
{1) Mass of air supplied
(2) Percentage excess air supplied
(3) Mass of dry flue gas formed
{4) Mass of water vapour formed. [12M]

2{al what are the factor to be considered for an ash disposal system?
(b) what are the basic objectives of feed water treatment? [6+6M]

(oR)

(") A iSm high down corner - rise circuit operates at 160 bar. The riser
receives uniform heat flux and saturated water. The exit qualiby is 50
percent calculate the pressure head developed due to natural
circulation. Take the slip factor as 1.2 [12M1

3(a) What are the advantages of combined cycle power generation? [12M]

(oR)

L of 2
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(b) A gas turbine plant with an exhaust heat exchanger has the following
data:
T\rrbine and compressor pressure ratio 10.0
Minimum cycle temperature 300K
Maximum cycle temperature 1500 K
Flow rate through turbine and compressor 10 Kg/s.
Thermal,ratio of the heat exchanger 0.8
Turbine efficiency 85%
Compressor efficie ncy B2o/o
The mass flow of the fuel can be ignored. The properties of air and gas
are about the same

Cp : 1.005 kJlKg K, Y = 1.,4
Determine:
(1) Power developed (2) Thermal efficiency of the planr
(3) Efficiency of the ideal joules cycle with heat exchange and Carnot's cycle.
Recalculate (i) and (ii) when the ther:mal ratio of the heat exchanger in units.

[12MI

4{a) Explain about Nuclear stabiiity and binding eners/. [12M]

(oR)

(b) A reactor is fuelied with 1O0 tonnes of natural uranium (atomic mass
238.05) in which the average thermal neutron (22}Omls) flux is 1013

neutrons/cm2, The 22OO m/s cross-section of U-235 (atomic mass 235.04)
OO

are -f =579barns and C=101 barns. The enerry release per frssion is 200
MeV and O.7I1oh of natural uranium is U - 235. Calculate (i) The rating of
the reactor in MW/tonne. (ii) the rate of consumption of u-23s per day.

[12Ml

5{a) A generating unit of loMW capacity supplies the following loads.
(1) Domestic consumers with a maximum demand of 6MW at a load

factor of 2oo/o
(2) Smali industrial load with a maximum demand of 3.6MW at a ioad

factor of 50%
{3) Street-light load with a maximum demand of 40O KW at 30% load

factor.
Find the overall cost of energ/ per KWh for each type of consumer using the
following data:
capital cost of the plant Rs 10,000 per KW Total running cost =
Rs 36,00,000 per year Annual rate of interest and depreciation on capital
cost = 107n. [12MI

(oR)

(b) classify the temperature measurement instruments in detail. [12M1

2 of 2
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Illustlatc tire hiclden terrnirral problerrr.
What is rnultipafh propagation? What are its effects?

N{ax.ll'1:rks: 60

Code No:h{CS20ti/4

I (a)
(b)

(c)
{oJ

I (al

(b)

/,.\
(di

j(a)

(nl

(c)

{d)

4(a)

{ t',r

(c)
(d)

(oR)
l)escribe amplitude ancl frequencv rrr:rlulation.
DifJ'erentiate I)SSS and FIISti

Describe variotts nrultiplexilrg techniques. Exptain whv a given bar-rdrvidth is
used most ellicierrtly,, in CDN,IA
[rplain DHC]P in derail.

(OR)
Slale thr-. rsAsfilrs lbr rt: vc.rse luuue Iing in nrobilc lf)
[:.xplaitr tltc need {br-nrohile IP. Ex1:lain rlie ftlllrxlinq mechanisrns ol.N{6bile
TDtt -

i. Agcnl advcr.tiserrrutrt

ii. Registr.ation

iii" Tunneling

I-xplain n.bile TcP . I{o*'cloes ir srrpc.rvisofi. host send -t'Cp packcts to rhcrnobil n,t;Ce nnd io a fireil I'i{, ccnnectiqn? Citc. ti-ie aC,vani.ei-{e: .tn.l
ciisadi,antages of mobile TClp
Esplrin iLr dircct TCp.

(OR}
Explain the i*pact of slor.v start aigorithrn of TCp in lvireless netu,.rks.
llxplain thc- f'eatures r:J.COIIA flle svstens tirat slrppolt mobilit;,.

What iu'e the s*r'r,ices prolicl,.:,_i irr a irS\4 sr.stein.,) F,xpir,iiir tlrer ar.cliil*clL.rr.c ol
{i5h4.
Desclibe tlre process ol L,r:czrlizatiorr in satellite s1,.stems.

(oR)
What a|c the dillercni control channels o1'CSful'l what zu.e their luiiclicns,]
i.r,h't iue the lunctiorrs of the iollor,r,ing clatabases of CSN4./

i. t{t.R.

i; V'L[T

iii. ALic

Erplain clSfulAic;\ protocol. .lusrili trre relatiorship: slFS.:plFS.:DIFS.
\Vhat is F|{SS'7 Wiry is it Lrsed in Rir_rerooth netrvork?

{otr)
DistingLrish lletrveen inJ'i;rstnicir,rr-e hasecl uncl Aciiroc rnobile netu,or.ks.
Dit'1'erentiate proactir.,c ancl rcecti'e r..ur.i*g i' h4z\n-l..1 S.

16+6 Ml

[6+6 il,{]

i6+6 turl

i61 6 h,{ i

[5+6 M]

[6+{r i\{ i

l(it6 r'11

16+6 Ml

It, t6 Ml

l(r 16 541

:t \
J \ ii,'

(b)

(c)
(d)
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DISTRIBUTED OPERATING SYSTEMS
(Software Engineering)

Time: 3 hours Max. Marks: 6O
Answer all the questions.

A11 questions carry equal marks

1(a) How is the design of multithtJ;.d clients and multithreaded seryers
beneficial in modern distributed system. t12Ml

{oRl(b) How are software agents designed using the agent technologr. [12MI

2{al One of the largest distributed naming
Domain name system (DNS) Explain the
space information stored in its nodes
DNS.

services in use is the internet
organization of the DNS name
and actual implementation of

[12M]
(oRl

(b) How can simple reference counting and advanced reference counting be
used when trying to solve the probiem of unreferenced entities?
trxplain. [12M1

3(a) Explain and compare the three mutual exclusion algorithms-
centralized, distributed and token ring algorithms with their advantages
and disadvantages. I12Ml

(oRl
tb) Differentiate between the various approaches for propagating the

updates in replicas. Bring out the criteria for selection, advantages
and disadvantages in each of the protocols selected. I12Ml

4(a) when trying to reach agreement in faulry systems, show that
agreement is possible only if more than two-thirds of the processes are
working properly {assume that communication between the processes
is perfect, but processes are not). [12MI

{oRl
tb) For a distributed transaction, invoiving the participation of a number

of processes each running on a different machine explain the steps
and phases of the two - phase commit protocoi {ZPC.\ [12M1

5(a) Discuss the prominent features of - CORBA and DCOM distributed
object based systems. [12M]

{oR}
(b) Discuss the various issues in implementation of CODA file system

with suitable examples for each issues. I12i{l
************************
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WIRELESS NETWORKS

{Systems and Signal processingf
Time: 3 hours Max. Marks: 60

Answer all the questions.
All questions carry equal marks

1(a) Prove that for a hexagonal geometry, The co-channel reuse
bv Q = ^,6F
Where the symbols have usual meaning.(b) Explain the frequency reuse mechanism
considerations in such a structure.

ratio is given

and discuss the various
[6+6Ml

[6+6M]

{oR}
{c) Explain in detail about paging and'cordless systems.
id) Briefly explain adjacent channel and co-channel interference. [6+6Ml

2(al Explain CSMA protocol in detail
(b) Explain capture effect in packet radio.

{oRl(c) Explain about infrared Lans and spread spectrum Lans.(d) Explain briefly about WAp architecture.

5(a) Explain mobile application protocol.
(b) Explain Adhock wireless internet.

lql Explain special features or p.r.llnttHA and siotted ALoHA(d) Explain the implementation of spread spectrum multiple access scheme
with special emphasis on CDMA [6+6MI

3(a) Explain with neat block diagram the operation of cDpD.(b) Compare ISDN, BISDN and ATM [6+6M]

(c) Exptain common channel ",*rjf# (ccs)
{d) Expiain the features of advanced radio data information system. [6+Onrf]

4{al Briefly explain about
(i) co-iocated address (ii) Registration (iii) Tunneling.(b) Draw the IEEE B02 protocol architecture and explain itJfunctioning

[6+6M]

[6+6M]

[6+6MI

(c) Explain the special feature. 
", f#a in mobile data(d) Explain MAC Protocol.

networks.
[6+6M]
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.aDVANCED OPTIMTZATTON TECHNIQUES
(Thermal Engineering)

Max. Marks: 6OTime: 3 hours 
Answer arl the questions.

All questions carry equal marks

++++J+

i(a) Using simpiex method solve:
(i) Minimize Z = xr -2x, -3x.,

Subject to : - 2x, r x, +3x, : 2,

2x, +3x, + 4x, =1,

and xr,xrrx.. Z0

{ii) Maximize Z :4x, +3x, +6xr,
Subject to 2x, +3x, +2x, < 440

4x, +3x., < 4lA

Zxr+5xr<430
x,xr,x.2 0 [6+6Ml

{oR)

(b) Using Big - M method to solve,
Maximize Z = *, +Zx, +3x. - xo,

xr+2x, *3x, = i5,

2x, + x, t 5x, =/Q,
xr+Zxr+xr +;4=10 tl2lx1l

2(al Four different jobs can be done on four different machines. The setup and
Take-down time costs a-re assumed to be prohibitively high for changeovers.
The matrix below glves the cost in rupees of producing job 'i" on machine J'

-'=-=---{g:hines

Jobs ---t--\.- Mr Mz Mg M+

Jr 5 1i 6
Jz B 5 I 6
Ja 4 7 10 7
J+ 10 4 8 J

How should the jobs be assigned to the various machines so that the total cost
is minimized? Also formulate the mathematical model for the problem. Il2IvII

{oR)
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(b) Solve the following Non-linear programming problem using Krihn-tuckei'

conditions:
Maximize Z =7t +6xr+5xl
Subject to xr + 2xr 1l0,

x, -3x, 1),

[12]qxt,x2 >0

3(a) Starting from the initial total solution (xr, xz) = (0,0), inter actively apply two
iterations of the gradient search procedure to the following two-variable
unconstrained problem. Also determine the exact solutions by solving
v/(x)= o

rnaxirnize,f(r)=lx,-xl-l2xr-2fi+2xrx, t12gl

(oR)

{b) Use the nelder - mead algorithm tc find the minimum of

f (*, y) = x2 - 4x + yz - y - xy. start with tfie three veritices
q = (o,o) v r(r.2,0.0)and v,: (0.0,0.s) tlzm3

a@) Suppose a genetic algorithm uses a chromosomes of the formx =ab c d e f gh
witl:. a fixed length of eight genes. Each gene can be any digit between O and 9.
Let the fitness of indir.idual 'x' be calculated as:

.f(*) = (a + b) * (c + d) + G * "f) - (s o h),

and let the initial population consists of four individuals with the following
chromosomes.

Xr=65413532
xz=8712 6601
Xs=23921285
X+=41852O94

{a) trvaluate the fitness of each individual, showing ail your workings, and
arrange them in order with the fi"ttest foist and the least fit last.

{b) Perform the follorr-ing crossover operations
(i) Cross ttre {ittest two individuals using one - point crossover at the

middle point.
(ii) Cross the second and lhird fittest individuals using a two-point

crossover (points based f )

(iii) Cross the frrst and third fittest individuals (ranked 1"t and 3rd) using
a uniform crossover. [12M1

{b) (i) what is a genetic algoritn*"r(g:}"cribe the various steps involved in GA
with an example.
iii) What two requirements should a problem satisfy in order to be suitable for
solving it by GA. alsb discuss the limitations of GA. [8+4Ml

5(") (i) Describe the various applications of optimization in design and
manlrfacturin g systems.
(ii) What is graphical optirnization, what are its limitations. [6+6Ml

(b) Explain the procedure ", ooorr!?*r.n of path slmthesis of a four-bar
mechanisms. 

o^ro [12M1


